Kelly M. Adkins – Academic Honor, Fall;
MonaAnn C. Agosto – Academic Honor, Fall;
Natalie M. Albert – Academic Honor, Spring; Academic Honor, Fall;
Elijah M. Allen – Academic Honor, Spring;
Jason B. Allen – Academic Honor, Fall;
Robyn L. Allen – Academic Honor, Fall;
Travis D. Allen – Academic Honor, Fall;
Sheena L. Alpuche – Academic Honor, Fall;
Selhis R. Amador – Academic Honor, Spring;
Jennifer C. Amuzie – Academic Honor, Fall;
Terica T. Anders – Academic Honor, Fall;
Simbi Animashaun – Academic Achievement, Fall;
Crystal A. Archer – Academic Achievement, Spring; Academic Honor, Fall;
Deane R. Archer – Academic Achievement, Fall;
Kim A. Archer – Academic Honor, Fall;
Tawana A. Armstrong – Academic Honor, Spring;
Carlos A. Arzayus – Academic Honor, Fall;
Iris S. Askew – Academic Achievement, Spring; Academic Achievement, Fall;
Eventus A. Asuquo – Academic Achievement, Fall;
Nicole Avendano – Academic Achievement, Fall;
Sheryl J. Avery – Academic Honor, Fall;
Linda J. Baker – Academic Honor, Spring; Academic Honor, Fall;
Kimberly N. Banner – Academic Honor, Fall;
Shuping Bao – Academic Excellence, Fall;
Katonia J. Barnes – Academic Honor, Fall;
Brittni L. Barrett – Academic Honor, Fall;
Bruce V. Battle – Academic Honor, Spring;
Deanna E. Beaty – Academic Honor, Spring; Academic Honor, Fall;
Jami R. Beaver – Academic Achievement, Fall;
Charles W. Bell – Academic Honor, Spring; Academic Honor, Fall;
Tulea M. Benjamin – Academic Honor, Fall;
Someari W. Benson-Jaja – Academic Achievement, Fall;
Daniel B. Berksteiner – Academic Honor, Spring; Academic Honor, Fall;
William H. Berry – Academic Achievement, Fall;
Kendra L. Biggins – Academic Honor, Fall;
Avaraial E. Binns – Academic Honor, Spring; Academic Excellence, Fall;
Bridney C. Binns – Academic Honor, Fall;
Ashley B. Birt – Academic Honor, Fall;
Daniel A. Bishop – Academic Excellence, Fall;
Jennifer L. Bishop – Academic Honor, Fall;
Rachel E. Bongini – Academic Achievement, Spring; Academic Achievement, Fall;
Dekira T. Bowe – Academic Honor, Spring; Academic Achievement, Fall;
Eric V. Bradley – Academic Achievement, Fall;
Latasha M. Bratton – Academic Achievement, Fall;
Shante O. Breitenbach – Academic Excellence, Fall;
Alison E. Brennan – Academic Honor, Spring; Academic Honor, Fall;
Katrina N. Brewton – Academic Honor, Fall;
Michael L. Bridges – Academic Honor, Fall; Academic Excellence, Spring;
Shawuana S. Brinson – Academic Honor, Spring; Academic Honor, Fall;
Cynthia R. Brown – Academic Achievement, Fall;
LaJene T. Brown – Academic Achievement, Fall;
Donnette D. Brown-Ansah Academic Honor, Spring;
Anthony T. Bryant – Academic Honor, Fall;
Tiffany M. Bueno – Academic Achievement, Spring; Academic Honor, Fall;
Richard D. Bunkley – Academic Achievement, Fall;
Candace N. Burford – Academic Honor, Spring;
Antonio R. Burks – Academic Honor, Fall;
Bianca D. Bury-Rodriguez – Academic Achievement, Spring; Academic Achievement, Fall;
Vonciel R. Butler – Academic Honor, Fall;
Lorena M. Caballero – Academic Achievement, Fall;
Rachel A. Caldas – Academic Achievement, Fall;
Juan C. Calderon – Academic Achievement, Spring;
Vanessa M. Camacho – Academic Honor, Fall;
Bonnie A. Camp – Academic Excellence, Spring; Academic Excellence, Fall;
Luciana D. Carneiro – Academic Honor, Fall; Academic Excellence, Spring;
Niquetta M. Carr – Academic Honor, Spring;
Ivonne F. Carrillo – Academic Achievement, Fall;
Brandi J. Carter – Academic Honor, Fall;
Michele P. Castillo – Academic Achievement, Fall;
Naemi M. Cavazos – Academic Honor, Fall; Academic Excellence, Spring;
Rochel Chambers – Academic Achievement, Fall;
Timna M. Charles – Academic Honor, Spring;
Allen Chau – Academic Honor, Spring; Academic Honor, Fall;
Charit M. Chimwala – Academic Honor, Fall;
Shurithera Chinniah – Academic Excellence, Fall;
Sheena S. Clayton – Academic Honor, Fall;
Charrell C. Colbert – Academic Honor, Fall;
Bisceglia D. Coleman – Academic Honor, Fall;
Avistine Y. Cook – Academic Excellence, Fall;
Latoya R. Cook – Academic Honor, Fall;
Yolanda A. Cook – Academic Achievement, Spring; Academic Achievement, Fall;
Destiny N. Cooper – Academic Achievement, Fall;
Stacie N. Craft Academic Honor, Spring; Academic Honor, Fall;
Jeci A. Crane – Academic Honor, Fall;
Erica A. Crawford – Academic Honor, Fall;
LaQuitta V. Crawford – Academic Honor, Fall;
Corey E. Crumbley – Academic Achievement, Spring; Academic Achievement, Fall;
Sheronda C. Cuffie – Academic Honor, Fall;
Nicole M. Cummings – Academic Honor, Fall;
Revella M. Daniel – Academic Honor, Fall;
Lindsey J. Davis – Academic Achievement, Spring; Academic Honor, Fall;
Carmela C. DeGuzman – Academic Achievement, Spring; Academic Achievement, Fall;
Stephanie R. DeGuzman – Academic Honor, Spring;
Abegail A. Delez – Academic Honor, Spring; Academic Honor, Fall;
Sandra K. Demetrius – Academic Achievement, Spring; Academic Achievement, Fall;
Shavon I. Dempsey – Academic Achievement, Fall;
Amanda J. Dengerd – Academic Achievement, Fall;
Latesha R. Dennard – Academic Honor, Spring; Academic Honor, Fall;
Kruti J. Desai – Academic Achievement, Fall;
Pareen K. Desai – Academic Excellence, Fall;
Yvonne M. DiCosimo – Academic Honor, Fall;
Nguyen H. Do – Academic Achievement, Fall;
Tiffany N. Dodgen – Academic Achievement, Spring; Academic Achievement, Fall;
Sonya T. Dodson – Academic Honor, Spring; Academic Achievement, Fall;
Damian E. Douglas – Academic Honor, Spring
Denise E. Dubeau – Academic Achievement, Spring; Academic Honor, Fall;
Claudia V. Duca – Academic Honor, Spring;
Ashley W. Duhart – Academic Honor, Spring; Academic Honor, Fall;
Neidra N. Duncan – Academic Achievement, Spring;
Alicia M. Durham – Academic Achievement, Fall;
Karin L. Edenfield – Academic Achievement, Fall;
Gary S. Edholm – Academic Honor, Spring;
Bruce D. Edwards – Academic Honor, Spring;
Ahmed W. Elkenany – Academic Honor, Spring; Academic Achievement, Fall;
Robert O. Ellington – Academic Honor, Spring; Academic Honor, Fall;
Gloria J. Ernest – Academic Achievement, Fall;
Linda N. Ezeh – Academic Honor, Spring;
Michael D. Fell – Academic Honor, Spring; Academic Honor, Fall;
Evie G. Ferreira – Academic Honor, Fall;
Richelle M. Few – Academic Honor, Spring;
Christina M. Flores – Academic Honor, Spring;
Nylia C. Flowers – Academic Honor, Fall;
Denise M. Fontanilla – Academic Honor, Spring;  
Ryan S. Fontanilla – Academic Honor, Spring; Academic Achievement, Fall;  
Stina J. Foo – Academic Excellence, Spring;  
Jessica R. Forbes – Academic Achievement, Fall; Academic Excellence, Spring;  
Shaliqua M. Franks – Academic Honor, Spring;  
Sharlene Franks – Academic Achievement, Spring; Academic Achievement, Fall;  
Lei L. Frazier – Academic Honor, Spring; Academic Achievement, Fall;  
Tangela S. Frazier – Academic Honor, Spring;  
Iris P. Frye – Academic Achievement, Spring;  
Amy C. Gall – Academic Achievement, Spring; Academic Honor, Fall;  
John A. Garcia – Academic Honor, Fall;  
Sharron N. Gardner – Academic Honor, Spring;  
Kaleya P. Gaskins – Academic Honor, Spring;  
Kamiya P. Gaskins – Academic Achievement, Spring; Academic Achievement, Fall;  
Sharita T. Gause – Academic Honor, Fall;  
Hui C. Gibbs – Academic Honor, Fall;  
Christophe M. Gibson – Academic Honor, Spring; Academic Honor, Fall;  
Tisheena R. Gibson – Academic Excellence, Spring;  
David E. Giles – Academic Achievement, Spring;  
Roberto C. Godreau – Academic Honor, Spring; Academic Excellence, Fall;  
Maribel Y. Gomez-Cruz – Academic Honor, Fall;  
Andrea M. Gordon – Academic Achievement, Spring; Academic Achievement, Fall;  
Kaneetha A. Gordon – Academic Achievement, Spring Academic Honor, Fall;  
Indya L. Graham – Academic Honor, Spring;  
Keith G. Green – Academic Honor, Fall;  
Cherelyn J. Greene – Academic Honor, Fall;  
Jonathan D. Greene – Academic Honor, Spring;  
Frank A. Grier – Academic Honor, Spring;  
Ashlee T. Griffin – Academic Honor, Spring;  
Melinda S. Groover – Academic Achievement, Spring; Academic Achievement, Fall;  
Michael A. Guerzon – Academic Achievement, Spring;  
Dawn M. Guess – Academic Honor, Fall;  
Elizabeth M. Gunn – Academic Honor, Spring; Academic Achievement, Fall;  
Isa K. Gutierrez – Academic Excellence, Fall;  
Anabel C. Haddo – Academic Honor, Fall;  
Sirena T. Haile – Academic Honor, Fall; Academic Excellence, Spring;  
Crystal D. Hall – Academic Honor, Fall;  
Tywanna Q. Hall – Academic Honor, Fall;  
Richard J. Hammond – Academic Honor, Fall;  
Victoria A. Hammond – Academic Honor, Fall;
Jeremiah R. Handy – Academic Honor, Fall;
Kyschondia T. Hardwick – Academic Achievement, Spring; Academic Achievement, Fall;
Charita N. Hardy – Academic Honor, Spring Academic Achievement, Fall;
Kadawnis A. Harper – Academic Honor, Spring; Academic Achievement, Fall;
Joseph B. Harriott – Academic Honor, Spring;
Andrea L. Harris – Academic Achievement, Spring;
Maunalee R. Hashemi – Academic Honor, Fall;
Jennifer C. Hayes Academic Honor, Spring;
Daniel L. Heflin – Academic Honor, Fall;
Juana L. Henderson – Academic Honor, Fall;
Bertha E. Hernandez – Academic Achievement, Spring; Academic Achievement, Fall;
Catherine J. Hernandez – Academic Honor, Fall;
Julian Hernandez – Academic Honor, Spring;
Jamie W. Herring – Academic Honor, Spring;
Jasmine L. Herron – Academic Achievement, Spring; Academic Excellence, Fall;
Penelope Hicks – Academic Honor, Fall;
Tiffany M. Hicks – Academic Honor, Fall;
Shirmira Hill – Academic Honor, Fall;
Darria C. Hines – Academic Excellence, Fall;
Jonathan W. Hodges – Academic Achievement, Spring; Academic Excellence, Fall;
Danielle S. Holmes – Academic Honor, Spring; Academic Honor, Fall;
Jessie S. Holmes – Academic Honor, Spring;
Lisa K. Hom – Academic Honor, Fall;
Jordan M. Howell – Academic Achievement, Spring; Academic Honor, Fall;
Latasha M. Hunter – Academic Achievement, Fall;
Duc V. Huynh – Academic Achievement, Spring; Academic Excellence, Fall;
Abeiyuwa L. Irowa – Academic Honor, Spring;
Albertina G. Ivy – Academic Honor, Spring;
Candace V. Jackson – Academic Achievement, Spring; Academic Honor, Fall;
Eric L. Jackson – Academic Honor, Fall;
Keierra L. Jackson – Academic Honor, Spring;
Courtney T. Johnson – Academic Honor, Fall;
Ebony N. Johnson – Academic Honor, Spring;
Javelle D. Johnson – Academic Honor, Fall;
Krystle A. Johnson – Academic Honor, Spring;
Veronica T. Johnson – Academic Honor, Fall; Academic Excellence, Spring;
Shantelle Joiner – Academic Honor, Spring;
Alana D. Jones – Academic Honor, Spring;
Jasmine M. Jones – Academic Achievement, Fall;
Rebecca W. Jones – Academic Achievement, Spring;
Saleemah J. Jones – Academic Honor, Spring; Academic Honor, Fall;
Sonja B. Jones – Academic Achievement, Fall;
Phoebe K. Kiarie – Academic Honor, Fall;
Bo S. Kim – Academic Achievement, Spring; Academic Achievement, Fall;
Ji Sun Kim – Academic Achievement, Fall;
Damien T. Kima – Academic Honor, Spring; Academic Honor, Fall;
Chevelle L. King – Academic Honor, Spring;
Robbi R. King – Academic Achievement, Fall;
Tammie E. King – Academic Achievement, Spring;
Willie J. King – Academic Honor, Fall;
Edric L. Kirkman – Academic Honor, Fall;
DeAndra C. Kittles – Academic Honor, Spring; Academic Achievement, Fall;
Amber K. Knigh – Academic Excellence, Fall;
Lezley R. Knowles – Academic Achievement, Spring; Academic Honor, Fall;
Pascaline Kohio – Academic Achievement, Spring; Academic Honor, Fall;
Seth T. Kolodny – Academic Honor, Spring; Academic Honor, Fall;
Darly Kungula-Massamba – Academic Achievement, Spring; Academic Honor, Fall;
Selena C. Lane – Academic Honor, Spring;
Crystal S. Lang – Academic Achievement, Spring; Academic Achievement, Fall;
Cathariya Lapma – Academic Honor, Spring;
Kavodel M. Lasode – Academic Achievement, Spring;
Damien E. Lawhorn – Academic Honor, Spring; Academic Honor, Fall;
Amanda E. Lawson – Academic Honor, Fall;
Joseph B. Lee – Academic Honor, Fall;
Tina Lee – Academic Honor, Spring;
Trufat Lemma – Academic Achievement, Fall;
Ian A. Lester – Academic Honor, Spring;
Maribel M. Lim – Academic Honor, Fall; Academic Excellence, Spring;
Rafael J. Llavona – Academic Honor, Fall;
Bobby W. Logue – Academic Honor, Fall;
Christer A. Lopez – Academic Honor, Fall;
Jessica A. Lopez – Academic Honor, Spring;
Michelle C. Lowery – Academic Honor, Fall;
LaWanna T. Lucas – Academic Honor, Spring;
Amanda L. Luthanan – Academic Achievement, Spring;
Teresa R. Lynch – Academic Honor, Spring; Academic Excellence, Fall;
Ricardo E. Lyons – Academic Honor, Spring;
Toni Y. Mabrey – Academic Honor, Fall;
Anna Mach – Academic Honor, Fall;
Ja'Mesha R. Macon – Academic Honor, Fall;
Camille Mahchi – Academic Honor, Spring;
Loan Mai – Academic Honor, Fall;
Antondra M. Mainer – Academic Excellence, Fall;
Sylvia M. Malave – Academic Honor, Spring; Academic Honor, Fall;
Monica M. Marria – Academic Honor, Fall;
Constance F. Martin – Academic Achievement, Fall;
Ashley M. Mason – Academic Achievement, Fall;
Michelle Mason – Academic Honor, Spring;
Allison G. Matthews – Academic Achievement, Fall;
Qanita T. May – Academic Honor, Spring; Academic Honor, Fall;
April S. Maynor – Academic Honor, Fall;
Marsha K. Mays – Academic Honor, Spring; Academic Honor, Fall;
Amanda E. McBride – Academic Achievement, Spring;
Neomi E. McClendon – Academic Achievement, Fall;
Michael P. McCormick – Academic Achievement, Spring;
Tashika M. McFadden – Academic Honor, Fall;
Allison Y. McIntyre – Academic Achievement, Spring; Academic Honor, Fall;
Andrew G. McIntyre – Academic Honor, Fall;
Brian K. McKay – Academic Honor, Fall;
Hannah E. Mckay – Academic Achievement, Fall;
Tiffany N. Mcvay – Academic Honor, Spring;
Corbin W. Medeiros – Academic Honor, Spring;
Hossein Memarmahsous – Academic Honor, Fall;
Maria G. Menon – Academic Honor, Spring; Academic Achievement, Fall;
Mamboh N. Mfone – Academic Honor, Spring; Academic Honor, Fall;
Teneka G. Miles – Academic Achievement, Fall;
Walkellia L. Milledge – Academic Honor, Spring;
Vanessa M. Miller – Academic Achievement, Spring; Academic Achievement, Fall;
Sheldon R. Mims – Academic Achievement, Spring;
Seanquetta T. Minor – Academic Honor, Fall;
Hallie E. Mobley – Academic Achievement, Fall;
Felix A. Montanez-Resto – Academic Achievement, Fall;
Paola D. Moody – Academic Honor, Spring;
Jessica L. Moore – Academic Honor, Fall;
Shelley M. Morris – Academic Achievement, Spring; Academic Achievement, Fall;
Adam H. Morrison – Academic Achievement, Spring; Academic Achievement, Fall;
Caitlin M. Morrissey – Academic Honor, Fall;
Audrey A. Moscosa – Academic Honor, Fall;
Eugenia S. Narh – Academic Excellence, Spring; Academic Excellence, Fall;
Rukhsar Nawaz – Academic Achievement, Spring; Academic Achievement, Fall;
Fran K. Nelson – Academic Achievement, Fall;
Miguel Nemeth – Academic Excellence, Spring; Academic Excellence, Fall;
Tiffany N. Nesbit – Academic Honor, Spring; Academic Honor, Fall;
Michael J. Nethercot – Academic Honor, Fall;
Michael B. Newman – Academic Honor, Spring;
Ngoc-Linh M Ngo – Academic Achievement, Fall;
Chi K. Nguyen – Academic Honor, Fall;
David M. Nguyen – Academic Achievement, Spring; Academic Achievement, Fall;
Dung T. Nguyen – Academic Honor, Fall;
Duong H. Nguyen – Academic Achievement, Fall;
Hoang K. Nguyen – Academic Honor, Spring;
Lisa M. Nguyen – Academic Honor, Spring; Academic Excellence, Fall;
Phi A. Nguyen – Academic Achievement, Spring;
Thy M. Nguyen – Academic Honor, Fall;
Claret I. Njoku-Onukogu – Academic Honor, Fall;
Chaurita S. Northcutt – Academic Honor, Spring;
Chinwe N. Nwadigo – Academic Excellence, Fall;
Brandi M. Odom – Academic Achievement, Spring; Academic Achievement, Fall;
Chizoba R. Okeke – Academic Honor, Spring Academic Honor, Fall;
Rafael Oropesa – Academic Honor, Spring;
Carmela E. Orsini – Academic Achievement, Spring; Academic Excellence, Fall;
Veronica Ortiz – Academic Achievement, Fall;
Angela N. Otumfuor – Academic Honor, Fall;
Engkhan Ow – Academic Honor, Spring;
Augusta M. Owens – Academic Honor, Fall;
Delores A. Paige-Richardson – Academic Honor, Fall;
Sheka R. Palmer – Academic Honor, Fall;
Sung K. Park – Academic Honor, Spring
Aleta S. Pascha – Academic Achievement, Spring; Academic Excellence, Fall;
Hiral N. Patel – Academic Achievement, Fall;
Krutiben M. Patel – Academic Achievement, Fall;
Manav B. Patel – Academic Excellence, Spring; Academic Excellence, Fall;
Pranav B. Patel – Academic Achievement, Spring; Academic Honor, Fall;
Erica S. Peagler – Academic Achievement, Fall;
Ernest Penn – Academic Honor, Spring;
Charles K. Pennamon – Academic Honor, Fall;
Stephanie K. Perkins – Academic Honor, Fall;
Robin N. Peters – Academic Honor, Spring; Academic Honor, Fall;
Mai T. Pham – Academic Achievement, Spring;
Ngoc-Dung T. Pham – Academic Excellence, Spring; Academic Excellence, Fall;
Melissa A. Phillips – Academic Achievement, Spring; Academic Achievement, Fall;
Samantha B. Pleasant – Academic Honor, Spring; Academic Achievement, Fall;
Dania J. Polanco-Rodriguez – Academic Honor, Spring; Academic Achievement, Fall;
Jeffery B. Pooser – Academic Honor, Fall;
Alexis J. Pope – Academic Honor, Spring;
Allyson R. Pratt – Academic Honor, Fall;
Brittany S. Price – Academic Honor, Fall;
Taniqua J. Price – Academic Honor, Spring;
Ramona A. Pullin – Academic Honor, Fall;
David E. Ragan – Academic Honor, Spring; Academic Honor, Fall;
TaKendra R. Ramsey – Academic Achievement, Spring; Academic Achievement, Fall;
Richard L. Randolph – Academic Honor, Spring;
Sarah E. Rauers – Academic Excellence, Spring; Academic Excellence, Fall;
Sylve D. Rawls – Academic Honor, Spring;
Guiyin Ren – Academic Honor, Fall;
Candace M. Respress – Academic Achievement, Fall;
Philip A. Rice – Academic Achievement, Spring;
Jennifer M. Richards – Academic Achievement, Spring; Academic Honor, Fall;
Aletha S. Richardson – Academic Achievement, Fall;
Monica R. Richardson – Academic Honor, Fall;
Regina R. Riddley-Ayala – Academic Honor, Fall;
Maria D. Rivera – Academic Honor, Spring;
Angela E. Roberts – Academic Honor, Spring;
Joel C. Roberts – Academic Honor, Fall;
Stephanie C. Roberts – Academic Excellence, Spring; Academic Excellence, Fall;
Carlos M. Robertson – Academic Honor, Spring;
Amanda N. Robinson – Academic Achievement, Spring;
Dana D. Robinson – Academic Honor, Spring;
Velissa R. Robinson – Academic Honor, Spring; Academic Achievement, Fall;
Pamela A. Rocio – Academic Honor, Fall;
Karla C. Rodriguez – Academic Excellence, Spring; Academic Excellence, Fall;
Marlin L. Rodriguez – Academic Honor, Fall;
Keisha O. Roker – Academic Achievement, Fall;
Ryan M. Roman – Academic Achievement, Fall;
Ryan L. Roseboro – Academic Honor, Fall;
Jessica N. Ross – Academic Achievement, Fall; Academic Excellence, Spring;
Jorge J. Rubio – Academic Honor, Spring; Academic Achievement, Fall;
Laura R. Ruiz – Academic Honor, Spring; Academic Honor, Fall;
Leighann E. Rutland – Academic Honor, Spring; Academic Honor, Fall;
Verna L. Sablan – Academic Honor, Fall;
Napathara P. Sakuma – Academic Excellence, Fall;
Abby J. Salazar – Academic Honor, Spring;
Ditrie M. Sanchez – Academic Achievement, Fall; Academic Excellence, Spring;
Elia B. Sanchez – Academic Honor, Fall;
Aristide Z. Sanou – Academic Achievement, Spring; Academic Honor, Fall;
Missa P. Sanou – Academic Honor, Fall; Academic Excellence, Spring;
Tiffany E. Sapp – Academic Honor, Fall;
Mary K. Sartain-Abbott – Academic Achievement, Spring; Academic Excellence, Fall;
Kilra N. Saunders – Academic Honor, Fall;
Nita D. Scarver – Academic Honor, Fall;
Jocelyn N. Schmedes – Academic Honor, Fall;
Mirako N. Scott – Academic Achievement, Spring; Academic Achievement, Fall;
Deepa V. Shah – Academic Honor, Fall;
Tatsiana Shakhmuts – Academic Achievement, Fall; Academic Excellence, Spring;
Bradley V. Shenefelt – Academic Honor, Fall;
Daniel S. Shenoda – Academic Achievement, Fall;
Sandra M. Sheppard – Academic Honor, Fall;
Jean K. Short – Academic Achievement, Spring; Academic Achievement, Fall;
Ariana D. Siennick – Academic Honor, Fall;
Salaia A. Sifford – Academic Honor, Spring;
Allison L. Silverman – Academic Honor, Spring; Academic Achievement, Fall;
Danielle J. Simmons – Academic Honor, Fall;
Alvin D. Singh – Academic Honor, Fall;
Liston Singletary – Academic Achievement, Fall;
Brien T. Singleton – Academic Honor, Spring; Academic Achievement, Fall;
Amani N. Smith – Academic Achievement, Spring; Academic Excellence, Fall;
Keyon C. Smith – Academic Honor, Fall;
Lori S. Smith – Academic Honor, Spring;
Rochelle A. Smith – Academic Honor, Fall;
Derrick L. Snead – Academic Honor, Spring;
January Soto – Academic Achievement, Spring; Academic Honor, Fall;
Denilda N. Spencer – Academic Honor, Fall;
Nakita N. Staley – Academic Honor, Spring; Academic Honor, Fall;
Vanessa Stamps – Academic Honor, Fall;
Daniel J. Steed – Academic Honor, Fall;
Deidra L. Stephens – Academic Achievement, Fall; Academic Excellence, Spring;
Kelley D. Stephens – Academic Honor, Fall;
Elizabeth Stewart – Academic Honor, Spring;
Geraldine L. Stokes – Academic Achievement, Spring; Academic Honor, Fall;
Orlando R. Suarez – Academic Achievement, Fall;
Marissa M. Sukovich – Academic Excellence, Fall;
Shade' L. Summers – Academic Honor, Fall;
Rickey Swain – Academic Honor, Fall;
Mable A. Swindell – Academic Honor, Fall;
Precious F. Tanksley – Academic Honor, Fall;
Sonia E. Tapia – Academic Honor, Fall; Academic Excellence, Spring;
Tamara V. Tavares – Academic Achievement, Spring; Academic Excellence, Fall;
Annie Tayonekeo – Academic Honor, Spring;
Elkanah F. Tembeng – Academic Honor, Fall;
Amanda L. Thomas – Academic Honor, Fall;
Erica M. Thomas – Academic Honor, Spring;
Crystal L. Thomas-Moore – Academic Honor, Fall;
Chantel N. Thompson – Academic Honor, Fall;
Denis M. Tibah – Academic Honor, Spring; Academic Honor, Fall;
Diem T. Tran – Academic Achievement, Fall; Academic Excellence, Spring;
Kiet H. Tran – Academic Honor, Fall;
Susan Tran – Academic Honor, Fall;
Thu L. Tran – Academic Honor, Spring; Academic Achievement, Fall;
Roland R. Tremble – Academic Achievement, Fall;
Katherine E. Troisi – Academic Achievement, Fall;
Teresa S. Tucker – Academic Honor, Spring;
Gregory A. Turner – Academic Honor, Spring; Academic Honor, Fall;
Elenita M. Underwood – Academic Honor, Spring;
Nancy L. Urcuhuaranga – Academic Achievement, Spring; Academic Excellence, Fall;
Claudia M. Valencia – Academic Honor, Fall;
Jennifer S. Villaluz – Academic Honor, Fall;
Shannon T. Vo – Academic Achievement, Spring; Academic Achievement, Fall;
Glenn Vongsaisuwan – Academic Achievement, Spring;
My T. Vuong – Academic Excellence, Fall;
Lora A. Walczak – Academic Honor, Fall;
Ashley D. Walden – Academic Honor, Fall;
Matthew T. Walker – Academic Achievement, Fall;
Andrea L. Walsh – Academic Honor, Fall;
Paige S. Washington – Academic Honor, Spring;
Terry A. Washington – Academic Honor, Fall;
Katreashe M. Watson – Academic Achievement, Fall;
Shanora N. Wells – Academic Honor, Fall;
Stephanie E. Whitehead – Academic Honor, Fall; Academic Excellence, Spring;
Kristin S. Whitfield – Academic Achievement, Fall; Academic Excellence, Spring;
Zakiyyah R. Wiley – Academic Honor, Fall;
Alicia C. Williams – Academic Honor, Spring; Academic Honor, Fall;
Amber B. Williams – Academic Achievement, Spring;
Frances A. Williams – Academic Honor, Fall;
Laiken M. Williams – Academic Honor, Fall;  
Nathaniel A. Williams – Academic Honor, Spring; Academic Honor, Fall;  
Shallon T. Williamson – Academic Achievement, Spring;  
Barbara J. Wilson – Academic Achievement, Fall;  
Carmelita A. Wise – Academic Achievement, Fall;  
Esther Woo – Academic Honor, Fall;  
Frank D. Wright – Academic Honor, Spring Academic Honor, Fall;  
Ramona L. Wright – Academic Honor, Spring;  
Jon A. Yoder – Academic Honor, Fall;  
Patricia A. Zaldivar – Academic Excellence, Fall;  
Kathi J. Zamora – Academic Achievement, Spring; Academic Excellence, Fall;  
Joshua E. Zapata – Academic Honor, Spring Academic Achievement, Fall;  
Jennifer J. Zhang – Academic Achievement, Spring; Academic Achievement, Fall; and  
Meagan N. Zike – Academic Honor, Fall.